
IN QUEST OF THE ULTIMATE

Pyramid (now 4883 m) has been renamed }ayakusumu or 'Victorious Power'; Mount
}uliana (now 4640 m) has become Mandala (a mystic element to affirm religious
freedom) and Mount Wilhelmina (now 4730 m) has been rechristened Trikora (after a
zonal Indonesian army command). No new names seem to have been given to Nga Poloe,
Sunday Peak, Oost Carstensz Top or Idenburg Top. The Australians mentioned above
verified that Idenburg Top is locally known as Enggea ('Unknown'). The heights of
these peaks were also lowered: Nga Poloe and Sunday Peak both down to 4860 m,
Enggea to 4717 m; the others were not accurately surveyed, but a fairly consistent
difference of 120 to 140 meters between the Australian figures (1971-72) and the
Dutch figures (1936) was found.

Part of this information was obtained through the kindness of Prof Hope (Canberra)
who, with the other members of the 1971-2 Australian expedition will publish in
Rotterdam in early 1976 a book, 'Gunung Es', which will include history of exploration,
narratives of the 2 Australian expeditions, topographic surveys, glaciology, etc., as well
as a map of the ice areas of the island.

The ascents of the Indonesian-American expedition of 1973, have been recorded in
AA} 1974, p225.

(It can be seen that considerable redefinition is needed in this area. The article and
note make some progress in this direction and I shall be pleased to print further infor
mation as it comes to hand. Hon.Ed.)

In quest of the ultimate
Fred Rogerson

At 06.18hrs on 23 June 1975, Joss Naylor, 39-year-old sheep farmer from
Wasdale in Cumbria, had accomplished a new Lake District 24-hour Fell
Record having traversed 72 summits with approximately 37,000 ft of ascent
and 105 miles distance in a total time of 23 hours 11 minutes, starting and
finishing at the same place. A small group of people, including his com
panions on the fells and assistants at the road access points en route, filed past
him and shook him by the hand. After thanking his helpers and brief inter
views, Joss departed for Keswick-this time by car-to a no doubt welcome
bath and a few hours rest before returning to Wasdale to catch up with farm
work.

For more than a century men with the ability to traverse rough mountain
terrain with speed and safety have tested their endurance and stamina by
accepting the challenge offered by the Lake District Fells. A pioneer was the
Reverend J. M. Elliott of Cambridge, who in 1864 accomplished in 8Y2 hours
from Wasdale Head the round of Scafell, Scafell Pike, Great End, Great
Gable, Kirkfell, Pillar, Steeple, Red Pike and Stirrup Crag, Yewbarrow, with
approximately 6500 ft of ascent and 15 miles in distance. This round was
eventually to become the basis of the Lake District 24-hour Fell Record. A
notable Alpine climber, the Reverend Elliott fell to his death on the
Schreckhorn in July, 1869.

Doctor A. W. Wakefield of Keswick (one of the team on the 1922 Everest
Expedition) took up the challenge in 1902 with a round of 11 mountains in
under 24 hours, and the following year increased the round to 20 mountains
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in just over 22 hours. He stated that the aim was: 'The ascent of the greatest
possible number of peaks above 2000 ft, and to return to the starting point
within 24 hours'. To exceed this time should not be encouraged. Dr
Wakefield also established the tradition of the record holder assisting the
contender to break his own record. He assisted Eustace Thomas in 1920 with
a round in 21 hours 25 minutes. Two years later Eustace Thomas did an
extended round, increa ing the total height ascended to 25,000 ft.

On 13 June 1932, Robert Graham of Keswick at the age of 43 years
completed a round of 42 summit with a total height ascended in the region
of 27,000 ft with 75 miles in distance, starting and finishing at the Moot Hall,
Keswick, in a time of 23 hours 39 minute. This record was to stand for 28
years. Bob Graham departed from the Moot Hall at Ol.OOhrs. The first
section to Threlkeld was via kiddaw, Great Calva and Blencathra; the second
section to Dunmail via Clough Head, the Three Dodds, Raise, Whiteside,
Helvellyn-Low-Man, Helvellyn, Nethermost, Dolly Waggon, Fairfield, Seat
Sandal; the third section to Wasdale via Steel Fell, Calf Crag, High Raise,
Sergeant Man, Thunacar Knott, Harrison Stickle and Pike o'Stickle, Rossett
Crag, Bowfell, Esk Pike, Great End, III Crag, Broad Crag, Scafell Pike, Scafell;
the fourth section to Honister Hause via Yewbarrow, Red Pike, Steeple,
Pillar, Kirkfell, Great and Green Gable, Brandreth, Grey Knotts; the fifth
section via Dale Head, Hindscarth, Robinson to ewlands Church, Swinside,
and returning to his starting point at 00. 39hrs. Between 1932 and 1960 there
were a number of unsuccessful attempts.

About 1960 Dr Barbara Moore was receiving a fair amount of newspaper
coverage by walking from Land's End to John 0' Groats. Mr A. H. Griffin,
author and journalist, wrote an article in an evening paper stating that any
body could do this sort of thing provided they had the time. Far better, he
suggested, if p'eople wanted to prove their stamina to have a go at Bob
Graham's record-a test of endurance perhaps unequalled in this country.

/4 The cafells from Swirl Howe, with Iloll-marathon walkers. Pboto: Geoffrey Berry
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TWO LaJlcashire fell runners, Kenneth Heaton and his younger brother Alan,
on re:lding the article decided to make an attempt on the record. Alan com
piNed the round in a counter-clockwise direction, under heatwave conditions,
on 25 June 1960 in a time of 22 hours 18 minutes.

A new and exciting era was afoot. Less than a month later tanley
Bradshaw, at the age of 48 years, improved on Graham's time, and by so
doing proved that here was a field of endeavour for the veterans. Provided
they were dedicated to superb fitness, stamina and endurance, they need not
necessarily be at a disadvantage against younger men.

From the Old Dungeon Ghyll, Langdale, on 24 June 1961 Kenneth
Heaton accomplished a round of 51 summits in a staggering time of 22 hours
13 minutes. The extra summits were Pike 0' Blisco, Cold Pike, Crinkle Crags,
Shelter Crags, AlIan Crags, Lingmell, Scoat Fell, Skiddaw-Little-Man, Pavey
Ark and Loft Crag. He missed out Rossett Crag from Graham's round. The
following year brother Alan improved the round to 54, adding Ard Crags,
Scar Crags and Causey Pike.

On 6 July 1963, Eric Beard of Leeds accomplished a round of 56, adding
Great Rigg, Crag Hill, Sail and Grisedale Pike, missing out Scar Crags and
Causey Pike from Alan Heaton's round. Alan regained the record for a third
time in 1965 with a round of 60, adding Wandope, Grasmoor, Sand Hill,
Hobcarton Crag, Red Howe, missing out Great Rigg and Fairfield from
Beard's round.

The achievements of dedicated men past, present and future are not to go
unnoticed. They are recorded for all time on a splendid trophy presented by
Mr A. H. Griffin whose interest in Lake District Fell Records spans a lifetime.
The trophy (now hung in the Library at the ational Park Centre, Brockhole,
Windermere) takes the form of a coloured relief map of the Lake District
Fells. A margin on each side bears a list of all the records and attempts of
note over the past 115 years. Brockhole is a place which, at least once in a
lifetime, everyone with a love of the Lake Districr and the mountains should
visit.

The record was now beyond all but a very few dedicated marathon fell
runners. Some motivation was needed to keep the achievements of these men
alive, otherwise it might well have been another 28 years before new attempts
were made. I was sure that there were quite a number of mountaineer fell
runners with the ability to accomplish Bob Graham's record of 42. With this
in mind I called a meeting of interested and knowledgeable friends. The out
come was the formation of the Bob Graham 24-hour Club. Certificates of
Membership are awarded to anybody who completes the Bob Graham round
of 42 summits within 24 hours, starting and finishing at the Moot Hall,
Keswick. The circuit may be clockwise or counter-clockwise. The Certificate
will also be awarded if the round is based on Bob Graham's but includes other
summits which, at the discretion of the Club Committee, constitute a more
meritorious achievement either by reason of extra peaks achieved, height
ascended or time taken. To date (September, 1975) there are 42 members.

Why do they do it? The reward for the physical and mental effort is
beyond doubt personal satisfaction. To quote Kenneth Heaton: 'We who have
been associated in any way with attempts on his round and the Lake District
24-hour Fell Record will for a lifetime remember with pride and satisfaction
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each of the long days on the mountains and in the dales of Lakeland with
friends and companions worthy of the occasion; having succeeded, what finer
reward than satisfaction, happiness and a handshake from those who had
helped.'

The accomplishment of the classic Graham round is for several members
the beginning of even greater accomplishments. Pete Dawes, 37 years old
from Ambleside, within a month achieved a personal best of 52 summits; and
in July, 1975 set a new record for the 270 mile Pennine Way of 3 days 1 hour
and 48 minutes. Bill Smith (39; Liverpool) in July, 1975, achieved a personal
best of 55 summits in 23 hours 10 minutes. Undoubtedly we are going to see
more of him. Alan Heaton, (47; Accrington) 3 times record holder, came
close to improving the record yet again in 1974 with 64 summits behind him
when he ran out of time 3 miles from the finish.

Three years ago Flying Officer Stephen Poulton of the R.A.F. and
Gloucestershire Mountaineering Club made a solo attempt on the classic
route. On that occasion he failed by 48 minutes to attain membership. Last
year, 1975, again solo he succeeded in a time of 23 hours 37 minutes, his wife
Shirley being the only supporter at road access points. I quote from his log of
the day: 'No matter how much I valued my achievement, it was quite
belittling to remember that whilst I was relaxing by a quiet bubbling moun
tain stream the following day Joss Naylor was pounding round the hills on a
record attempt of 72 peaks.'

Stephen Poulton's success must surely spur other able mountaineers, just
as Ken Brooks and Jim Loxham did 2 years ago to attain membership and
personal satisfaction. Bob Graham had shown years ago that you do not need
to be a fell runner to achieve this round. A fell runner's fitness and stamina
are 2 assets that a mountaineer should strive for if success is to be assured.
Once this is achieved, good weather, a sound saline/glucose diet and faithful
su pport crew are the keys to success, not to mention a thorough knowledge
of the route. A period of 5 weeks either side of 21 June, taking advantage of
length of daylight and a full moon if possible is the best time of year.
Attempts outside this period are not advisable.

Joss Naylor's final training run for his attempt on 22-23 June 1975 had
been the 45-mile traverse of the Lakeland 3000 footers, the same route used
by the Ramblers' Association for their annual and popular event. Leaving
Keswick, the route is via Skiddaw, back through Keswick to Scafell, Scafell
Pike to Helvellyn by way of High Raise and head of Thirlmere Lake, back to
Keswick. Under conditions far from favourable-Broad Stand and Scafell was
awash-Joss, having to detour via Lord's Rake and Deep Gill, nevertheless
accomplished a record time of 7 hours 27 minutes. Under more favourable
conditions the time would have been nearer 7 hours.

After synchronisation of watches at 07.07 hours on 22 June 1975, Joss
and 2 companions set off from Lairthwaite road ends at a steady pace down
the lanes to Underscar and Jenkin Hill for the first summit, under a cloudless
sky with every prospect of a good day, if anything a little too warm for the
runners. His companions-they are not pacemakers; the contender, for
obvious reasons, sets his own pace-carry maps, compasses, whistles, torches,
route cards to record times through summits, clothing suitable for any change
that may suddenly arise weatherwise, food, stimulant drinks plus a vile salt-
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15 Marathon walker, Joss Nay/or, on Esk Hause 22/6/75. Photo: Fred Rogersoll

laced drink of]oss's own brewing.
On the first section to Threlkeld, 5 extra summits were added-Lonscale

Fell, Little Calva, Great Sca Fell, Knott and Coombe Height. His sure-footed
descent at speed of Hall's Ridge from Blencathra summ it resulted in an
exceptionally fast time of 18 minutes for the descent to Threlkeld. The
second section to Dunmail Raise accounted for 3 more extra summits
Fairfield, Hart Crag and Great Rigg. Cramp and dehydration on Dollywaggon
were put to rights at Grisedale Tarn. The third section to Wasdale was
traversed in exceptionally warm conditions. Rossett Crag was the last extra
summit, and at 19.00hrs loss was ascending Great End in the Scafell group.
The fourth section to Honister Hause involved the traverse of the Mosedale
Horseshoe-not a section for ordinary mortals during the hours of darkness.
Honister was reached at 01.00hrs. The fifth section to Newlands Hause, a
short distance, was accomplished in 1 hour 17 minutes. With dawn fast
approaching, loss set off on the final section back to Lairthwaite via the
Grasmoor group and the last summit, Grisedale Pike. A truly staggering
accomplishment.
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